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Flat surface
less bruising

High Tensile steel adds superior strength and durability which is 66% stronger than most common steel panels

Legendary in strength and
backed by a Classic Five Year
Limited Warranty, Powder River’s
Classic Panels are made from 14-
gauge High Tensile Steel formed
into our exclusive “Pentagonal
Rail.”  These rails are sur-
rounded with a 13-gauge frame,
making them strong durable
panels with an amazing ability
to take large amounts of pres-
sure and spring back into their
original shape. Vertical stays on
both sides of the panel increase
the panel strength. Recom-
mended for high-pressure appli-
cations, these panels will
outlast any commercial steel
panel on the market today.

Height Overall  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64”
Frame  . . . . . . . . . 1.66” O.D. 13-gauge Tube
5 Pentagonal horizontal rails
14-gauge High Tensile Steel material

Order No.    Description          No. Stays     Weight

022-00006    6' Classic Panel            0           73 lbs.

022-00008    8' Classic Panel            1           98 lbs.            

022-00010    10' Classic Panel          1           116 lbs.            

022-00012    12' Classic Panel           2           145 lbs.                    

022-00014    14' Classic Panel          2           164 lbs.                   

022-00016    16' Classic Panel          3           189 lbs.                  

CLASSIC PANEL SPECIFICATIONS
HIGH TENSILE STEEL

Why Buy Classic Gates and Panels?
1. Classic Pentagonal Rail and Vertical Stay are made of 14-gauge
High Tensile Steel which is 66% stronger than mild steel which is
used in most tube gates and panels on the market today. 

2. The engineered superior design of the pentagonal open rails
and formed stays adds substantial strength and durability.

3. The design and engineering of our “classic” line of gates and
panels gives us the confidence to extend an unsurpassed 5 year
limited warranty.

HIGH TENSILE STEEL

Flat surface
less bruising

1600 Tube Panels
The 1600 Series Tube Panels are the ideal all-purpose
panel for use in portable or permanent situations.
The recent change to square corners gives you the
flexibility to use these panels for cattle and horses.
The 1600 Tube Panels have the same 14-gauge verti-
cal supports that we use on our classic line, separat-
ing this 16-gauge tube panel from the rest.

Powder River's
Super Classic
Bull Panels are
not just for
rodeos anymore.
Today's cattle
breeds are taller
than ever and
need the extra
height that the
Super Classic provides.  These panels are 70" tall which is 6" taller than our
standard Classic Panels.  Super Classic Panels include the same number of
14-gauge rails, 13-gauge frame, same 14-gauge vertical supports as 64” 
Classic Panels and will connect to them as well.  The difference is the square
corners and the extra height.  Super Classic Bull Bow Gates are available to
match up to the 70" Super Classic Panels.

Super Classic Bull Panels

Classic 64-inch Panels


